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Risk assessment techniques



FMECA

Failure Mode and Effects Analysis (FMEA) and Failure Modes, 
Effects and Criticality Analysis (FMECA) are methodologies 
designed to identify potential failure modes for a product or 
process, to assess the risk associated with those failure modes, to 
rank the issues in terms of importance and to identify and carry 
out corrective actions to address the most serious concerns.



FMECA – used terminology

• Reliability: Ability to present no default for a specified period under specified 
conditions.

• Availability: Ability to provide a given function under given conditions at a given 
time.

• Maintainability: Ability to be back to service in a given period under given 
conditions.

• Safety: Ability to present no hazard to people, property and the environment.

• Failure: Termination of the ability of an entity to perform a required function. 
Element, state action no longer fulfilling its original function, expected or 
anticipated.

• Failure mode: A potential failure mode describes the manner in which a product or 
process could fail in fulfilling its primary function.

• Failure cause: The process or mechanism responsible for the initiation of failure 
mode.

• Failure consequence: Result that the failure mode induced on the operation or 
function.

• Detection: Detection is an assessment of the likelihood that the controls 

(design and process) will detect the failure cause or the failure itself.

• Control: Controls (design and process) are the mechanisms preventing the 

cause of a failure to occur.



FMECA



FMECA

• Detailed, rigorous method

• Provides reliability prediction

• Possibly automated (software available)

• Relatively inexpensive

• Not designed for hazards unrelated to failure modes

• Limited to external interference and influences

• Little attention for human factors

• Lack of consideration of combined failures



FMECA process

1. developing a hierarchical model of the system in question;

2. identification of failure modes associated with each base unit 
model;

3. propagation of failures identified through the model and 
determination of final consequences.



Step 1: elaboration of the hierarchical model



Step 2: failure mode determination; 

five generic failures modes are possible



Step 2: failure mode determination; 

failure mode information?

The following must be identified for each failure mode:

• Its causes (weighted based on probability or likelihood of 
occurrence).

• Its effects (weighted based on severity)

• Measures to counter or limit the effects of the failure 
(weighted based on the probability of non-detection). 



Step 2: failure mode determination; 

failure mode information based on 5 questions



Step 3: the criticality determination; 



Main questions asked after criticality 

determination; 



FTA/ETA

• FTAs  are logic block diagrams that display the state of a system 
(top event) in terms of the states of its components (basic events). 
An FTA is built top-down and in term of events rather than blocks. It 
uses a graphic "model" of the pathways within a system that can 
lead to a foreseeable, undesirable loss event (or a failure). The 
pathways interconnect contributory events and conditions, using 
standard logic symbols (AND, OR, etc).

• ETA is an inductive failure analysis performed to determine the 
consequences of single failure for the overall system risk orreliability. 
It shows all possible outcomes resulting from an accidental 
(initiating) event, taking into account whether installed safety 
barriers are functioning or not, and additional events and factors.



FTA/ETA

• FTA + ETA: together« bow tie »



General process to build the FTA

1. Set the top event (failure or an accident) of which one wants to analyze the 

causes. This event should be specific enough not to cause a too great tree,  

which can quickly happen.

2. Define successively and in a top-down approach the direct causes of each of  

the events. All causes (events entering the logic gate) necessary and  

sufficient for the occurrence of the consequence (event exiting the logic  gate).

3. Each time a new level is built, it should be directly linked to higher levels by logic  

gates respecting the Boolean algebra (see hereafter).

4. Finish the process of tree building when the development of events is no longer 

feasible or desirable.

5. Assign a likelihood of occurrence of each basic event.

6. Calculate, using Boolean algebra, likelihood of occurrence of top event.

7. Identify vulnerabilities in highlighting the critical path (cut sets), ie combination of 

most likely basic events leading to the occurrence of top event.

8. Propose measures that reduce the occurrence of top event giving priority most  

likely critical paths or addressing common causes (basic events involved in 

several critical paths).



Boolean logical gates and probability 

calculation



Boolean laws

• Associative law, commutative law, distributive law, 

idempotent law (A.A = A; A + A = A)

• Simplification rules: A.0 = 0; A.1 = A; A + 0 = A; A + 1 = A



Example FTA (“train passes a red signal”)



Conducting an FTA 

in practice

Questions:

- What is needed for an accident? 
(Direct causes)

- Was this sufficient?

- Was this necessary?



Exercise FTA

In a street of a company, person A is driving a truck with a trailer 
on which a heavy load of boxes is piled up, filled with metal 
profiles and tubes. 

The street has a slope and at the bottom, a 90° turn has to be 

made to drive into the storage building (to unload the carriage). 
Due to the inclination of the street, the truck and its trailer gain a 
certain velocity. The driver tries to slow down, but the old (worn-
out) brakes are insufficient to be able to slow down the vehicle. A 
therefore takes the turn of 90° too fast, and the non-fixed carriage 

slips off the trailer. 

Most of the boxes fall on the ground, some of them burst and the 
metal profiles are now spread on the floor. 

At that time, person B arrives with his motocycle and did not see 
the falling of the boxes. He has to make the 90° turn and notices 

too late that the road is blocked. 

He brakes heavily, but the motocycle slips over the wet road. B 
falls on the ground and hurts his right hand and his knee.



General process to build the ETA

1. Select an initiating event.

2. Identify safety functions or system players that can influence 

the course of events caused by the initiating event.

3. Build the tree successively considering possible responses to 

the different actors. 

4. The build process stops once all the elements which, by their  

reaction influencing the spread of the consequences, have been  

considered.

5. Determine the final consequence of each scenario (eg in terms 

of material, human or environmental).

6. Assign a probability to each branch of the tree.

7. Calculate by simply multiplying the likelihood of occurrence of 

each scenario.

8. Propose adapted mitigation measures if the criticality of certain 

scenarios is considered too high.



Simplified example ETA



Development of an ETA tree for the failure of 

a cooling system



Example bow tie



The Risk Matrix

Risk ranking uses a matrix that has ranges of consequence and likelihood 
as the axes. The combination of a consequence and likelihood range gives 
an estimate of risk or a risk ranking. Without adequate consideration of 
risk tolerability, a risk matrix can be developed that implies a level of risk 
tolerability much higher than the organization actually desires. Risk 
tolerability should thus be carefully considered by the risk management 
team.



The risk matrix

Severity of 

consequences

Likelihood of risk

F

Impossible

E

Improbable

D

Remote

C

Occasional

B

Probable

A

Frequent

I

Catastrophic

II

Critical

III

Marginal

IV

Negligible



The risk matrix

Severity of consequences - ratings

Category: Descriptive Word: Results in either:

I Catastrophe  An on-site or an off-site death
 Damage and production loss greater than 750.000 €

II Critical
 Multiple injuries
 Damage and production loss between 75.000 € and 

750.000 €

III Marginal
 A single injury
 Damage and production loss between 

7500 € and 75.000 €

IV Negligible
 No injuries
 Damage and production loss less than 

7500 €

Hazard probability - ratings

Level: Descriptive Word: Definition:

A. Frequent Occurs more than once per year

B. Probable Occurs between 1 and 10 years

C. Occasional Occurs between 10 and 100 years

D. Remote Occurs between 100 and 10.000 years

E. Improbable Occurs less often than once per 10.000 years

F. Impossible Physically impossible to occur



Risk matrix refined and ALARP



The risk matrix

Severity of 

consequences

Probability of Hazard

F

Impossible

E

Improbable

D

Remote

C

Occasional

B

Probable

A

Frequent

I

Catastrophic
1.

II

Critical
3. 2.

III

Marginal
4.

IV

Negligible

Risk Code/

Actions
1.

Un-

acceptable
2.

Un-

desirable
3.

Acceptable

with controls
4. Acceptable



Exercise for the risk matrix (groups of 2/3)

What are the risks for personnel, students and for the organisation of 
a higher education institute such as TUDelft/KULeuven/UAntwerpen?

Think of 10 risks for every of the three levels/domains, put them in a 
risk matrix and make a prioritization.

How do you further prioritize them?



Kinney and Fine risk analysis

K&F analysis uses a formula to quantify a risk as a result of a 
hazard. This technique allows to systematically prioritize risks 
related to operator handling:

R = C . E . P

With: C = potential consequences; E = exposure to the hazard; 
P = probability factor

(operators partially determine the scores themselves (regarding 
exposure))



Safety audits

• Is a systematic process of objectively obtaining and evaluating 
evidence regarding assertions about economic actions and events 
to ascertain the degree of correspondence between those 
assertions and established criteria and communicating the results 
to interested users

• Can easily be used 



Safety Audit Process

Main elements:

• Compliance with regulations and best management practices

• Focus on company activities and risk management

• Compatibility between risk management practices and H&S results 

• Interactive process



QRA

• Quantitative Risk Assessment (QRA) is a formalized specialist

method used for calculating numerical individual and societal 

(employee and public) risk level values for comparing risks with 

one another, or for comparison with regulatory risk criteria (e.g. in 

case of Land Use Planning). To do a quantitative risk analysis, the 

value of the potential losses needs to be determined. Then the 

probability of the occurrence of the risk failure needs to be  

estimated. Finally, the (annual) loss expectancy is calculated.



Positioning of QRA



QRA history

 Methodology has been developed by aerospace (challenger, 
appollo) and nuclear industry

 most extensively used in the nuclear industry 
(known as probabilistic risk analysis)

 Already 30 years applied in chemical process industry (canvey, 
covo reports - late 70’s, begin 80’s)

 Today applied in numerous industries and applications



QRA OVERVIEW

 Tool to understand, analyse and evaluate risk of complex 
situations  Input in risk management decisions

 Prioritise processes/ installations of an entire plant
Safety improvement
Evaluate different risk reducing strategies/measures
Cost reduction

 Probabilistic method: quantification of risk

Risk = estimated Frequency x estimated Consequence

 Principal concern of QRA in chemical process industry:

Acute hazards
Emphasis on (rare) incidents with large/catastrophic 

consequences



Key Principles & Scope Definition

 QRA can be divided in different steps and should be documented 
that way

QRA scope and objectives
System description
Scenario definition/selection

Hazard identification/Scenario identification
Incident Enumeration
Selection

Model selection/construction
Consequence modelling
 Likelihood estimation
Risk calculation
Risk assessment/evaluation
Visualization and utilization of risk estimates

 Avoiding unnecessary work, selection models or used in an early 
stage and screening tools can help eliminating scenario’s with no 
relevant consequence  prioritised QRA



QRA FLOW

Define scope

Identify accident

scenario’s

List containment

envelopes

Estimate scenario

frequencies

Estimate scenario

consequences

Risk estimation

Risk evaluation
Risk Mitigation/

Reduction measures

Risk MMGT



QRA OBJECTIVES (i)

 Due to time and cost restraints not all incident scenario’s can be 
considered in a QRA

 Necessary information and relevant incidents can be defined based on 
the objective required/defined

 Some typical objectives are:

 Consequence modelling for emergency planning

 Evaluate different sets of risk reducing measures

 Prioritise/schedule safety investments

 Estimation of financial risk



QRA OBJECTIVES (ii)

 Some typical objectives are:

Estimation of employee risk

Estimate public (external) risk

Site lay-outing (contractor buildings)

Regulatory requirements

Design of critical objects (control rooms, ….)

 Land use planning (spatial safety report, transport of 
hazardous cargo)



Leakage consequence analysis

Tank

25 m

70 m



Leakage consequence analysis



Leakage consequence analysis



Leakage consequence analysis



Leakage consequence analysis



Leakage consequence analysis



Leakage consequence analysis



Leakage consequence analysis



Leakage consequence analysis



Leakage consequence analysis



Leakage consequence analysis



Some major accident scenarios with chemical 

substances

• BLEVE

• Jetfire (fakkelbrand)

• Flashfire (steekvlam)

• Gaswolkexplosie (VCE)

• Fireball (vuurbal)

• Boilover

• Poolfire (plasbrand)

• Runaway

• See movies 



LOPA

• Layer of Protection Analysis is an analytical procedure that 
looks at the safeguards to see if the protection provided is 
adequate for every known risk. It is a powerful analytical tool 
for assessing the adequacy of protection layers used to 
mitigate process risk. LOPA builds upon well-known process 
hazards analysis techniques, applying semi-quantitative 
measures to the evaluation of the frequency of potential 
incidents and the probability of failure of the protection 

layers.



LOPA

• LOPA basically answers three questions: 

(i) how safe is safe enough? 

(ii) how many layers of protection are needed? 

(iii) how much risk reduction does every layer of protection 
realize? 



LOPA

The risk manager has to identify all scenarios, that is cause-
consequence pairs, exceeding a certain predetermined tolerance 
of risk. In other applications, the risk manager chooses the 
scenario that likely represents the highest risk from many similar 
scenarios. 

LOPA typically starts with a list of possible scenarios determined 
by qualitative risk analyses. The further stages of the technique 
are:

(1) Identify the consequence to screen the scenario

(2) Select an accident scenario

(3) Identify the initiating event of the scenario and establish the 
initiating event’s frequency (events per year)

(4) Identify the IPLs and estimate the probability of Failure on 
Demand of each IPL

(5) Estimate the risk of a scenario by mathematically combining 
the consequence, initiating event, and IPL data



Example of LOPA scenario



Bayesian Networks

• A Bayesian Network (BN) is a network composed of nodes and 
arcs, where the nodes represent variables and the arcs represent 
causal or influential relationships between the variables. Hence, a 
BN can be viewed as an approach to have an overview of 
relationships between causes and effects of a system. In addition, 
each node/variable has an associated so-called Conditional 
Probability Table (CPT). Thus, BNs can be defined as directed 
acyclic graphs, in which the nodes represent variables, arcs 
signify direct causal relationships between the linked nodes, and 
the so-called Conditional Probability Tables assigned to the nodes 
specify how strongly the linked nodes influence each other. The 
keyfeature of BNs is that they enable us to model and reason

about uncertainty.



BN Example



BN Example – Conditional Probability Tables



Bayes’ Theorem


